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A couple of years ago, a colleague told me a story that rather neatly sums up much of what I want to say about emotion, gender jurisprudence, and the law. This colleague was at a conference about agency -a discussion about what sorts of autonomy, choice, and free will individuals should or can exercise in our society. Her panel consisted mainly of philosophers -all of them male. After they delivered their papers, she remarked that the lives they described, and the choices facing the individuals they described, did not seem to bear much resemblance to the lives and choices of the women she knew. The philosophers, as she describes it, collectively shot her a look of condescending pity. "Oh," one of them took it upon himself to explain to her, "that isn't the kind of question that concerns us. That's an empirical question."
One reaction I had to this story was that it is somehow comforting to know that law is not the only discipline that fancies itself a closed system, that creates categories that deprive it of crucial knowledge, or that overestimates its ability to set its own parameters. But on second thought, the story is not comforting at all because it illustrates that interdisciplinarity is not necessarily a corrective to such hermeticism. Disciplines may share a blind spot, reinforcing each other's limitations. This story suggests one such debilitating and widely shared blind spot: toward the ways in which women live their lives, and the challenge this knowledge necessarily poses to assumptions, categories, and even methodologies, constructed without sufficient curiosity about how women's lives differ from those of men.
Challenging this blind spot and exploring these differences are central concerns of feminist jurisprudence. Feminist jurisprudence illustrates the dangers of broad generalizations about the self in society and insists that attention be paid to the context from which these generalizations arise.' It critiques and seeks to remedy the lack of empirical inquiry into contexts that lie outside the mainstream, [Vol. 8:000 such as the actual conditions of women's lives. 2 The question for today is: how do these concerns intersect with the study of emotion? I suggest that the answer is that they intersect at virtually every conceivable juncture.
As I have discussed previously, 3 feminist jurisprudence was responsible for many oflaw's early forays into emotion theory. It has remained at the forefront ever since. The initial project was, in part, to argue that certain emotions had been wrongly excluded from legal analysis -emotions like compassion, 4 trust, 5 and caring. 6 These were the so-called "soft" or"feminine" emotions. The next project was to show that despite its seeming hostility to these "soft" emotions, law was not a purely rational or emotionless realm; it merely privileged other, less visible, arguably more "male" emotional stances -the passion for order, the zeal to prosecute, and the preference for vengeance. 7 The argument for expansion of acceptable emotions into the realm of the rational is intimately tied to rethinking the structure of the categories themselves. Does reason really exist in opposition to emotion, or can the two act in concert to enhance legal decisionmaking? Who does the current opposition describe, and whom does it tend to benefit? The first of these two lines of inquiry -the wisdom of an opposition between reason and emotion -illustrates what law can gain from interdisciplinary study. Legal scholars found that there was a wealth of information in a broad range of fields -including philosophy, psychology, anthropology, and neurobiology -that fatally undermined the traditional legal demarcation between the two realms.' Although the conventional legal wisdom plods on largely unchanged, legal scholarship has grown increasingly sophisticated in its approach to the role of emotion in informing legal thought.
The second line of inquiry -why certain categories are so intractable -is more resistant to new information. Why is law so invested in the supposed separation of emotion from reason? Who benefits from the traditional categories and whose concerns are marginalized? What strategic and political purposes are served by the construction and enforcement of the categories? As my anecdote about the philosophers helps illustrate, these are not the sorts of questions that are necessarily addressed by an influx of new data or by cross-cutting among disciplines. The categories we construct are often well-designed to slough off information that will threaten their claimed coherence.
Feminist jurisprudence makes its crucial contribution by challenging the coherence of the categories. 9 It asks the woman question at every juncture." 0 It insists on recognition of multiple perspectives and multiple contexts. It asks how the law fails to take into account the experiences and values of women, and how existing legal standards and concepts might disadvantage women." It exposes the bias in existing rules and methodologies, and insists on the need for new rules and methods that reflect the complexity and importance of women's concerns. 2 The question is often asked: is this really a unique contribution? Did the legal realists not tell us seventy years ago that legal categories are socially constructed for political ends, and systematically exclude certain viewpoints? I find it interesting that this charge of lack of uniqueness is often leveled at both feminist jurisprudence and emotion theory. As the papers for this conference help illustrate, feminist jurisprudence and emotion theory share many goals, many insights, and many conclusions -both with one another, and with other fields. I think the operative theme is: the more the merrier. In this context, better to be reinforced, even shamelessly copied, than to be unique."
Let me turn to some thoughts on the ways in which feminist jurisprudence and emotion theory are closely intertwined. Law is a field in which every theory must be tested by experiential data. The question must be, ultimately, whether theoretical constructs work to encourage just outcomes in the society law serves."' It is entirely predictable that those who experience themselves as excluded from the law's reach, or misportrayed by the law's notions of human behavior, will be those with the impetus to challenge its claims of universality. They will be gifted with the ability to understand law's perspectivity in a way that those in the mainstream will not. If law extrapolates from a particular model of behavior and assumes that "individuals in society" are motivated by a desire for autonomy, or wealth maximization, those who share these desires are handicapped in their ability to see the partiality of such constructs. They may not even truly understand that in using such models, the law is trafficking in assumptions about desires, values, prejudices, and fears.
Those who feel excluded from such constructs will not see their exclusion as a "merely empirical" question, but as absolutely central to the law's claim to justice and legitimacy. Thus, for example, feminist philosophers like Susan Moller Okin demonstrate that the Rawlsian theory ofjustice, which builds from the perspective of a nonsituated, "pre-societal" individual, in fact assumes that the male head of the household is synonymous with the entire family.' 5 Feminists point out that the Rawlsian theory ofjustice is based, in part, on the erasure of the individuality of women and children.'
6 It is built, as Okin points out, on a failure of empathy, on insufficient care, and concern for women's viewpoints. 7 From such a theory ofjustice will follow a complex set What I want to suggest, instead, is the extent to which the traditional treatment of autonomy in law and political theory discourse silences, marginalizes, and ultimately masks the emotional variables which, inescapably, shape its meaning. Talking about autonomy sounds somehow rational, deeply philosophical, worthy of inclusion in the realm of legal discourse. Indeed, terms like autonomy draw much of their authoritative status from their very claim to transcend individuated preferences, fears, and desires that are rooted in time and place, or that are shaped in part by racial, gendered, and economic characteristics. As we learn from feminist jurisprudence, 3 however, a theory of autonomy that appears to transcend such variables is in fact rooted in particular assumptions -assumptions that generally correspond most closely to the lives of men.
A grand theory premised on autonomy as a bedrock value has a number of problems. It assumes that women value the same version of autonomy that men purportedly value. When saying"purportedly," [Vol. 8:000 I note that an oversimplified notion of autonomy will misrepresent many men as well. I also note that if women were defining the terms, it is now a commonplace not only of feminist scholarship, 2 4 but of pop culture standards like Men Are From Mars, Women Are From Venus,' that what men might regard as the desire for autonomy may look to women like fear of the connection and intimacy that we tend to value.
Grand theoretical constructs tend to oversimplify the notion of autonomy, and to overstate both the possibility and the desirability of achieving it. Because they insist on casting values and preferences in terms that are both overarching and bloodless, they lose the emotional complexity that better captures what individuals care about and what they fear. Nor is the problem merely linguistic, or otherwise academic. The so-called "bedrock" notion of autonomy is the foundation for liberal theories of justice, and for prevailing theories of constitutional interpretation. It gives rise, for example, to the entrenched notion of a constitution that affords only negative rights. 6 Such notions are translated into decisions that uphold, for example, the denial of access to abortion for poor women, 27 or the refusal to constitutionalize duties to protect women or children from family violence.' The discourse that awards pride of place to this "bedrock" notion of autonomy wards off challenges to its correctness by categorizing them in dismissive terms: merely empirical, soft, emotional, or irrational. Is autonomy entitled to this pride of place? Can we have an informed discussion of autonomy without the recognition of emotional variables? I would suggest that, given the high stakes, we ought to ask: what is the nature of this autonomy we are said to want? Who actually wants it? For those who do not, what do they want? And what are the real world consequences, not only of assuming a particular notion of autonomy, but of failing to ask the preceding questions at all? I will not even try, in this brief discussion, to do justice to the rich literature on these topics. I apologize in advance for what will necessarily be a not very nuanced description. What I seek to do, simply, is suggest the sort of discourse about emotion that is already occurring, and must continue to occur, as a corrective to the traditional philosophical discourse.
First, is autonomy what women value most? As Robin West tells us, the traditional view of autonomy is premised on a traditional view of individuals as "distinct and not essentially connected with one another."' But, she points out, "perhaps the central insight of feminist theory of the last decade has been that women are 'essentially connected,' not 'essentially separate,' from the rest of human life, both materially, through pregnancy, intercourse, and breast-feeding, and existentially, through the moral and practical life." 30 This significant difference in the concept of a woman's selfhood has, of course, centrally important implications for the conditions of women's lives, and for what women value. To talk realistically about what law's role ought to be in helping women attain their own conceptions of a good life, it is necessary to talk about maternal bonding, about intimacy, about romantic love, about the love between mother and child, about dependency, about obligation and duty, and, in general, about the complex and often contradictory web of emotions with which every mother is quite familiar.
Second, to the extent women do value autonomy, how much resemblance does this autonomy bear to the traditional version? The autonomy women value might be one that allows them to choose love and connection. Women in families might well prefer a version of autonomy that recognizes the web of love and duty binding them to their children. 3 ' We might value opportunities to choose independence in a way that will not unduly violate our children's trust or interfere with their nurturing. We might favor government guarantees of longer, paid maternity leaves, for example, or affordable, high quality child care. Women might also seek greater opportunities to choose the families we want. Women may want less punitive divorce 2 and custody laws, or recognition of same sex marriages. 33 death. We might thus favor greater enforcement of laws against domestic violence, or rethinking the law of provocation so that it is far less forgiving toward men who kill or harm women who leave relationships. 3 Women might prefer a version of autonomy that recognizes the particular threats to our independence, the particular invasions of selfhood, that we most fear. Such a notion of autonomy would take seriously the fear of unwanted pregnancy, the desire for sexual selfdefinition, and the desire to balance the love of family with the demands and attractions of one's career, as important values undergirding the availability of contraception and abortion. 3 5 It would take seriously the invasion of selfhood that women experience when they are raped, rather than searching for other physical analogues to measure the harms involved. 3 6 For that matter, it would take seriously the threat to autonomy presented by living with the day-today fear of rape, a fear that has real-world consequences for the way women live their lives. 3 The question I began with -the title of my paper -is "What's Love Got to Do With It?" My project has been, and continues to be, to illuminate the myriad unacknowledged ways in which law is riddled. with assumptions about our emotional lives, and the myriad unacknowledged ways in which law regulates our emotional lives. I want to briefly highlight a couple of the examples I mentioned above, to illustrate how much love does, in fact, have to do with law.
First, there is the question of provocation to commit homicide. In an important article, Victoria Nourse asks what is really occurring in criminal courts when men charged with killing women argue provocation as a mitigating factor.' She demonstrates that in a significant percentage of such cases, the provocation defense was held justified for the killing of wives or lovers who were not even unfaithful, but were simply attempting to leave miserable or abusive relationships. 39 Whose autonomy does the law advance in such cases, and at the expense of whose autonomy? What is the nature of the passion or provocation that the law values in assigning responsibility? The law is not very accustomed to asking such nuanced and empirical questions, and so acts in willed ignorance of the answers. I Second, there is the question of the law's response to domestic violence. Reva Siegel traces the history of domestic violence law to show that protection of marital love has long been used as a reason to insulate domestic violence from the reach of law.' It was traditionally believed that to allow legal sanctions for domestic violence would "break down the great principle of mutual confidence and dependence; throw open the bedroom to the gaze of the public; and spread discord and misery, contention and strife, where peace and concord ought to reign.""' More recently, as she and other scholars document, this same discourse of love, with a gloss of federalism, has been used to argue against the Violence Against Women Act, on the ground that domestic violence is a local rather than a federal concern.' A legal discourse that acknowledges love, intimacy, caring, fear, and all those other complex human emotions would sound strange to our ears. The problem is, the discourse is occurring below the radar. Unless lawyers, scholars, jurists, and legal philosophers can start talking the language of emotion, decisions about women's lives will go on being made based on seriously incomplete or erroneous notions about our emotional needs and desires, or on a failure to address them at all. If law is to take seriously the notion of equal justice, that is one empirical problem it cannot afford to ignore. REv. 1682 REv. , 1739 REv. -50 (1992 .
